Percona Provided Cyberfuel With a High Availability
Database Solution and Advanced Support
About the Company
Cyberfuel offers electronic billing software in the cloud for
professionals and service companies, as well as the development
and integration of web software, web hosting, and e-mail for
customers websites. Their mission is to provide high quality and
stable services for their clients.

Percona provided stability and
reliability to our MySQL database
by implementing source/replica
replication. Their highly qualified
support staff, always give us fast
and efficient attendance.

The Challenge

Fabio Castillo - IT Manager, Cyberfuel
In a competitive market, it is crucial that Cyberfuel can offer and
provide a good service at a lower price point. In order to stay ahead of the competition, Cyberfuel needs to ensure
that its underlying data performs at the optimum level and stays highly available.

The Solution
To minimize unexpected downtime and data loss, Percona implemented source/replica replication for Percona
Server for MySQL, ensuring Cyberfuel benefited from a stable, scalable, and highly available open source
database solution.
Cyberfuel also count on Percona Advanced Support and feel confident that their MySQL experts are on hand to
quickly review and provide solutions to issues as they occur. This ensures Cyberfuel can provide their customers
with a seamless user experience.

Working with Percona
Cyberfuel has worked with Percona for many years, trusting in their
expertise and the quick response they receive from the support team.
Percona’s database knowledge and solutions enable Cyberfuel to offer
a great service to their customers, who benefit from the secure and
stable platforms that Percona have helped to create and maintain.

Cyberfuel used Percona to:
• Implement a High Availability solution
• Provide fast, responsive support
with Percona Advanced Support

Contact Us
To learn more about Percona’s services, contact us at +1-888-401-3401 in North America, +44 (203) 608-6727 in
Europe, or sales@percona.com.

